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Abstract
The article focuses on the question of ancient Scandinavian cultic
buildings, with particular reference to the concept Old Norse hof. I
survey the semantics of this term in written sources, in poetic traditions, in the Sagas of the Icelanders and in place names. My hypothesis
is that the term does not refer to a static phenomenon, but rather its
meaning varies across different sources and contexts. It is therefore
often difficult to apply it as a general concept, or to connect it with a
specific type of archaeological find or structure, as has occasionally
been the case in the archaeology of religion.
Keywords: archaeology of religion, multi-functional halls, cultic buildings,
Old Norse hof

A controversial question in the study of ancient Scandinavian religion has
been the existence of pre-Christian ‘temples’, more specifically of cultic
buildings. This question is related to the archaeology of religion, and has
involved both archaeologists and historians of religions over more than 150
years. As early as 1835, Jakob Grimm argued, with support from classical
sources, that pre-Christian cultic acts among the Germanic people were
mostly performed out-doors, in connection with sacred groves. Eventually,
other scholars also noted that ‘temples’ were visible in Old Norse sources
and in place-names referring to pre-Christian Scandinavia (e.g. Keyser 1847;
Thümmel 1909; M. Olsen 1926; Ohlmarks 1936; Gehl 1941; de Vries 1970).
According to these sources, the ancient Scandinavians had buildings called
hof, hörgr, goðahús and blóthús. Images and sacred objects were kept in these
houses, and it was also there that the Scandinavians made sacrifices to their
gods and celebrated their religious feasts. Viking Age finds at an excavation
at Hofstaðir, Mývatnssveit, in Northern Iceland in 1908 confirmed that the
descriptions of the ‘temples’ in the Sagas of the Icelanders were reliable and
could be supported with archaeological evidence (Bruun & Jónsson 1909).
1 This essay was prepared with the financial support of Riksbankens Jubileumsfond in
Sweden.
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Olaf Olsen’s source-critical investigation, Hørg, hov og kirke (1966), however,
involved a radical adjustment of this scholarly position. Olsen argued that
the descriptions of the ‘temples’ (hof sg.) in the Old Norse traditions was
not supported by the evidence from archaeological materials discovered at
so-called hof-settlements (hovtomter) in Iceland. The descriptions of ‘temples’
in the Old Norse Sagas were actually projections of the medieval authors’ experience of churches.The ‘temples’ discovered in archaeological excavations
in Iceland, such as the one at Hofstaðir, were actually the dwelling-houses
or halls of the chieftains. They were probably the site of ceremonial feasts,
but also of other types of activities, some of which could not be considered
to be religious.
Olsen’s dissertation exerted a strong influence on research in the following decades. His interpretation influenced archaeologists, not least by his
discussion of Late Iron Age banqueting halls. These buildings were often
interpreted as multi-functional arenas for the elite. The finds discovered
in connection with them, for instance gold-foil figures (Swedish guldgubbar) and ceremonial glass, indicate that rituals had also occasionally been
performed there. Such halls had been erected at aristocratic central places
of varying local, regional and trans-regional significance, such as Dejbjerg,
Gudme and Lejre in Denmark, Vallhagar (Gotland), Uppsala, Helgö and
Slöinge in Sweden, and Borg in Norway (see Figure 1) (e.g. Herschend
1993; 1995; 1997; 1998; 1999). Historians of religions were also inspired by
Olsen’s study, arguing that the hof buildings mentioned in the Kings’ Sagas
and the Sagas of the Icelanders should be interpreted as multi-functional
halls (e.g. Hultgård 1996).
The most recent scholarship, however, indicates that the debate concerning more specific cultic buildings must be resumed. New archaeological
finds suggest that more specific and exclusive cultic buildings may have
existed in Late Iron Age Scandinavia. At several excavations sites in Denmark
and Sweden, traces of smaller buildings have been discovered, occasionally
adjacent to huge halls. The context of the finds testifies that these buildings
had ritual functions. Of specific importance is the small house (5.5 x 7 m) on
the Viking Age chieftain farm at Borg, in Östergötland, Sweden (see Figure
2). This house appeared in a context of finds that make a cultic interpretation most plausible (Nielsen 1996). The building had stood in a stone-paved
courtyard, where approximately 75 kg of unburned bones were discovered
in connection with a rock. These bones have been interpreted as the remains
of animal sacrifices. Beside the rock was a depot containing almost a hundred amulet rings. At the central place of Uppåkra, outside Lund, Scania,
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a possible cult house (13,5 x 6 m) was explored (see Figure 3) (Larsson &
Lenntorp 2004). This house had first been built during the Roman Iron Age,
and was rebuilt in several phases up until the Viking Period. The specific
finds, including gold-foil figures, a glass bowl and a gilded silver beaker,
indicate that this house may have been a more exclusive and specific cultic
building. Separate smaller buildings, located beside Iron Age halls and
surrounded by enclosures, have been found at Lejre and Tissø in Denmark
and at Järrestad in South-Eastern Scania. They have also been interpreted
as more specific cultic buildings (see Figure 4) (see Christensen 1991; 1997;
Jørgensen 1998; 2002; Söderberg 2005).
In the light of these new archaeological observations, we have to assume
the existence of at least two types of cultic buildings in Late Iron Age Scandinavia. First we have the multi-functional and aristocratic representation
halls built at central places such as Old Uppsala, Gudme, Helgö and Slöinge.
In addition there were probably also smaller cultic houses, such as the one
found at Borg, Östergötland. These smaller houses most likely had a more
specific religious function and were occasionally erected just beside the
large Iron Age halls, as seen in Lejre, Tissø and Järrestad.
In connection with the smaller and more specific cultic buildings, scholars have been searching for concepts in the Old Norse literature which
correspond to the archaeological finds. These smaller buildings have been
regarded as equivalent to the hörgr appearing in the textual sources, while
the fenced and ritual areas around them have been interpreted as a hof (see
e.g. Jørgensen 1998; 2002; Andrén 2002, 315f.; Söderberg 2005, 109, 195f.).
Even if these interpretations are not totally unreasonable,2 they have weak
support in the ancient Icelandic literature. The idea that hörgr designates
a house can only be seen in a few (and problematic) texts. The manuscript
known as the Codex Regius of the Snorra Edda, for example, mentions that
the gods built a hall (salr). This was the hörgr that belonged to the goddesses.
The building (hús) was called Vingólf.3 However, if we go to the oldest
manuscript, the Codex Upsaliensis, the hörgr in the same passage designates
a construction inside the hall, not the building itself.4 The other instance
where hörgr refers to a house is in the Ældre Gulatings Law. According to this

2 Scholars have shown that the place name hov sometimes refers to ‘farm, noble farm’ or ‘the
farm par preference’. See Vikstrand 2001, 260. Old Norse hörgr may in a few texts designate a
building. See e.g. Rostvik 1967; Vikstrand 2001, 211.
3 Annan sal gerðu þeir, þat var hörgr, er gyðjurnar áttu, ok var hann allfagr, þat hús kalla men Vingólf.
Cod. Reg. Edda (Arnamagn.) I, 62.
4 … annan sal gerðu þeir er horg var i … See Cod. Ups. Edda (Arnamagn.) I, 260.
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text, it is forbidden to build a house and call it a hörgr.5 The interpretation of
this reference has also been regarded as problematic in previous scholarship
(see e.g. Olsen 1966, 106). In religious contexts the concept hörgr is mostly
given the meaning ‘outdoor sanctuary’ or ‘stone altar’ (see e.g. Völuspá 7;
Hyndlolióð 10; see also La Farge & Tucker 1992, 133).
The term in the written sources that most frequently refers to cultic
buildings is the Old Norse hof (Old Swedish hov). Old Norse dictionaries, however, do not give a thorough description of the character of these
houses. According to the Norrøn ordbok, for instance, it means ‘heidnisk
gudehus, hov, tempel’ (Heggstad et al. 1993). The terminological aspect of
cultic houses thus needs to be further elucidated, not least in the context of
the new archaeological finds.
In what follows I restrict the investigation to the concept of the hof. My
purpose is to survey and outline the semantics of this term in the written
sources, in the poetic traditions, in the Sagas of the Icelanders and in place
names. My hypothesis is that this term does not refer to a static phenomenon; its meaning varies within different sources and contexts. It is therefore
often difficult to apply the term as a general concept, or to connect it with
a specific type of archaeological find or structure.
The Case of Old Norse hof
According to linguistic scholars, the word hof originally had the meaning
‘height, hill’; it was only later that it developed the meaning ‘chieftain farm’
or ‘cultic building’ (see e.g. Andersson 1992; Brink 1996a; Vikstrand 2001, 253;
de Vries 1961; SOL, 131f.).6 Theophoric place names, however, testify that as
early as the Late Iron Age (400–1100) hof could have had a sacred meaning,
as for instance in Frøyshov (‘the god Freyr’s hof’), Norderhov (*N(j)ærðarhof)
(‘the goddess *N(j)ærð’s hof’) and Ullinshov (‘the deity Ullr’s hof’) (Helleland 1996, 136f.). Places bearing these names were probably the locations
of pre-Christian sacred sites, which may have included ritual constructions
or buildings. An indication that place names including the term hof were
connected to cultic sites is their frequent relation to early medieval churches.
In the Swedish province of Jämtland , for instance, there are five places with
names including Old Swedish hov. All of these places show clear evidence
5 ef maðr … læðr hauga eða gerer hus oc kallar horgh. Here quoted from Kong Sverrers Christenret
79. NGL 1, 430.
6 See also the equivalent terms in Old High German, Old Saxon and Old Frisian hof‘farm,
house, court’; Old English hof ‘enclosure, dwelling, building, house, temple, sanctuary’.
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of early churches. According to Per Vikstrand (1993), the designation hov
at these sites actually refers to Viking Age buildings where pre-Christian
rituals had been performed. When the medieval churches were erected, the
old name remained. As in many other places in Scandinavia, a cult-place
continuity may be discerned at these sites.
Certain ancient poetical traditions also support the idea that hof often
had a sacral meaning. In the Eddic poems, for instance, it refers to mythical constructions where the deities dwelt. These poems may have received
their literary shape rather late, but their content often reflects pre-Christian
notions (see Meulengracht Sørensen 1991a). The Völuspá 7, for instance,
mentions that the Æsir gods met at the Iðavöllr (‘Idavoll Plain’), where
‘they built hörgr and high hof’ (þeir er hörg oc hof hátimbroðo). We do not get a
more precise description in the poem of what hof refers to. The expression
hátimbroðr, however, indicates that such construction was ‘built high’.
The Eddic poetry thus does not yield an unambiguous idea of the
character of the hof, although occasionally the term, as used in this poetry,
seems to designate a ritual construction or building. In the earliest Christian
skaldic poetry, however, it is apparent that hof refers to a house. According
to the poem Austrfararvísur (ca 1020) the Christian scald Sigvatr Þórðarson
gives an account of a journey he undertook to the pagan Svíþjóð (Sweden)
(Skj. A1, 233–40; B1, 220–5). One evening he and his retainers arrived at a
place called Hof, looking for room and board; a pagan sacrificial feast, called
alfablót, was being celebrated at this place. Snorri Sturluson, who quoted
these stanzas in his Óláfs saga Helga (ca 1230), interpreted the word hof in
the poem as a place name referring to the entire farm.7 In the context of the
Austrfararvísur itself, however, it is more relevant to interpret hof as an appellation designating a building.8 Immediately after the expression ‘to hof I
stuck the path’, Sigvatr mentions ‘the door was shut’ (hurð vas aptr). In my
opinion the word hurð in this context can only designate ‘a house door’.
Designating a Hall Located on the Chieftain’s Farm
In the 13th century prose traditions, hof often designates a pre-Christian
huge hall building. These buildings seem to have had a religious function.
Inside such buildings were kept ritual objects and images of the gods. Cer7 A total of 21 stanzas of Austrfararvísur have been preserved. Snorri Sturluson quoted this
poem in his book Óláfs sögu ins helga inni sérstöku. This saga later became a part of Snorri’s
Heimskringla, in a version called Óláfs saga helga. See Ísl. Fornr. 27, 135ff.
8 In the manuscripts it is written hof, using a lower-case h. See Skj. A1, 234.
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emonial banquets were also celebrated there, including drinking rituals. The
chieftain, who also was the cult leader, was supposed to sit in his high seat
during the ceremonies. This seat seems to have had religious connotations.
These large halls were often located on the farms of the chieftains.Kjalnesinga
saga 2 (13th century), for instance, mentions that the chieftain (goði) Þorgrímr
had a hof erected in his courtyard (í túni sínu) in southwestern Iceland (Ísl.
Fornr. 14, 7). This house was 100 feet long and 60 feet wide (þat var hundrað
fota langt, sextugt á breidd). It had a large hall, with images of the deities and
an altar (stallr, stalli) placed in the middle. On this altar were placed a ring
and a sacrificial bowl (hlautbolli). Banquets and sacrificial feasts (blótveizlur)
were celebrated in this room.9
According to Eyrbyggja saga 4 (ca 1250) the chieftain Þórólfr Mostrarskegg
also had a hof erected on his farm at Þórsnes, in western Iceland (Ísl. Fornr. 4,
8f.).10 It was a large house (mikit hús) with a door in one of the side walls near
the gable. Just inside the door stood the high-seat pillars, with the so-called
holy nails (reginnaglar) fixed in them; beyond that point the entire building
was considered a sanctuary. Inside the hof was a structure or room called
the áfhús, built much like a choir loft in churches. In this room the figures of
the gods were arranged in a circle around a platform or altar (stallr, stalli),
which had sacral objects on it. Ceremonial banquets (blótveizlur) were also
celebrated in Þórólfr’s hof.
Þórólfr’s hof seems to have had a spatial division. Some parts of the
building, such as the space beyond the high seat pillars and the áfhús, were
regarded as friðarstaðr, ‘protected areas’, i.e. a sanctuary, while other parts
seem to have been regarded as more profane spaces. Perhaps this house
could be classified as a multi-functional hall.
The source value of the Sagas of the Icelanders has been much debated
by scholars. Olaf Olsen argued that they provide no reliable information at
all about pre-Christian religion and ancient customs in Iceland (Olsen 1966).
According to him, in describing the hof-building at Þórsnes the medieval
author of the Eyrbyggja saga had the Christian church as a mental model.
In describing the afhús, the author added ‘much like the choir in churches
nowadays’ (sem nú er sönghús í kirkjum). According to Olsen, this comment

9 Also Ingimundr inn gamli’s hof at Vatnsdal, in North-Western Iceland, seems to have been
a huge hall building: ‘He built a great hof a hundred feet long’ (hann reisti hof mikit hundrað fóta
langt). This was built at his homestead and ‘he called the farm Hof’ (Bœr sjá skal heita at Hofi).
Vatnsdala saga, Ísl. Fornr. VIII, 42.
10 The early chapters of Eyrbyggja saga borrow from Landnámabók S85, H73, M26, Ísl. Fornr.
1, 124–6. Also in this text Þórólfr’s hof at Þórsnes is mentioned.
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proves that he actually was describing a church in this passage. This sceptical attitude towards the source value of the Sagas has dominated modern
research on ancient Scandinavian religion. Certain scholars have rejected
almost all references to ‘pre-Christian religion’ in the Sagas. In my opinion,
this criticism has sometimes gone too far:11 information from more direct
sources can confirm that some parts of the Sagas may be based on old traditions. Archaeological excavations in Iceland testify that huge halls resembling the hof-buildings described in the Sagas actually once existed there.
As alreadymentioned, a Viking Age hall, 36 meters long and 8 meters wide,
was discovered in 1908 at the old chieftain site of Hofstaðir, Mývatnssveit,
in northern Iceland. The place name Hofstaðir, ‘the hof place’, indicates that
this building could in fact be considered a hof. During new excavations at
this location in the 1990s, it was discovered that the choir-like structure at
the northern gable had an opening into the hall, and thus could be conceived
of as an afhús, i.e. the sanctuary part of the hall.12 So-called seyðir hearths
found inside the hall also support the notion that it was used for ceremonial
occasions. It is well-known that such hearths were used in connection with
ritual food preparation. A minimum of 23 cattle skulls were also retrieved
in two clusters from outside the walls of the hall, their location and wear
suggesting that they were placed on the turf walls at short intervals along
the entire length of the building. This decoration, as well as a complete
sheep’s skeleton with its head severed, found in one of the rooms adjacent
to the hall, indicates that ritual slaughter took place at this building on a
seasonal basis.13 According to the archaeologists, the hall at Hofstaðir had
multiple functions. Most likely it had a political significance, since its central location and monumental size probably functioned as manifestations
of power. Perhaps the bloody slaughter, the ritual decapitation and display
of the cattle (bull) heads had a similar function. Activities of an everyday
character were also carried out there. It was only in connection with the
ritual feasts that the hall was transformed into a sanctuary. Thus we may
11 Several scholars have recently been critical of the extreme source critical position of Olsen
and other. See e.g. Brink 1996b, 49f.; Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1998; Jón Viðar Sigurðsson
1999, 35ff.
12 Olaf Olsen, who proceeded from the results of Daniel Bruun’s and Finnur Jónsson’s excavation of 1908, argued that the choir-like structure at the northern gable had a door only on the
outside, and thus could not be compared with the áfhús mentioned in Eyrbyggja saga. Results
from the new excavations indicate that this adjacent room also had a connection directly into
the hall. On the new excavations, see e.g.. Adolf Friðriksson & Orri Vésteinsson 1997; Orri
Vésteinsson 2001, 332f.; 2007.
13 See mainly Lucas & McGovern 2008.
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conclude that the term hof in some sources referred to multi-functional hall
buildings situated on the farm of the ruler.
On the basis of the finds at Hofstaðir, Mývatnssveit, the archaeologist
Orri Vésteinsson has recently argued that the hall was built in an attempt
to create a political and religious centre of resistance to the growing Christian influence in Iceland.14 Using a topographical analysis, he argued that
farms with designations containing the element hof in Iceland were never
part of the original settlement cluster, but rather should be seen as secondary formations. They were established after the farming communities had
already been formed. The intention was to create central places in already
existing settlements as resistance nods to Christianity. According to Orri, the
word hof in place names refers to the feasting hall, which was the arena for
different types of socio-political activities. The religious, pagan connotation
of the term, however, is first seen in the late 10th century, when these halls
became centres of resistance to the new religion.
Referring to a More Specific Cultic Building Detached from the Central Place
Different types of sources concerning Icelandic conditions thus lead to the
conclusion that hof referred to a multifunctional hall building located at a
central place. Other sources, however, indicate that the term also designates a more specific cultic building, one whose location is detached from
the chieftain’s farm, his hall and the major settlements (Vikstrand 2001,
266). Njáls saga 87–88 (13th century), for instance, contains a passage treating the joint hof of Hákon jarl and Guðbrandr, located in Dalir, Norway
(Ísl. Fornr. 12, 210, 214f). Within the house were images representing the
deities. Thus this house was also called a goðahús, ‘gods’ house’, indicating
that it was a more specific cultic building.15 One night, when the earl (jarl)
was at Guðbrandr’s feast (veizla), the outlaw Víga-Hrappr desecrated the
hof by setting fire to it. It is quite obvious that this house was located at a
distance from the farm and the settlement where the feast was held. Hákon
and Guðbrandr discovered the wicked deed only the next morning, after
walking to this house. In descriptions of hof-buildings in Iceland, the cultic
building similarly sometimes seems to be located at some distance from
14 Orri Vésteinsson 2007
15 There is also other linguistic evidence indicating that the pre-Christian Scandinavians had
more specific cultic buildings. For instance Old Norse blóthús can be translated ‘sacrificial house,
worship house’ (cf. ON blóthof). There is also a farm name Gurann (< ON Guðrann ‘gudehus’)
in Botne, Vestfold, indicating the same. See M. Olsen 1926, 240; Andersson 1992, 91.
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the ruler’s farm. For instance Hrafnkell Freysgoði’s cultic building (called
both hof and goðahús) in Hrafnkels saga Freysgoða was situated at an isolated
distance from Hrafnkell’s farm, below the banks towards the river and
above the cliff called Freyfaxahamarr (Jón Helgason 1968, 2f., 28f). In this
house the images of the deities were kept. It is not mentioned, however, that
banquets were held there. According to Víga-Glúms saga, similar conditions
also existed at Þverá, Eyjafjörðr, Northern Iceland. The farm of the chieftain
(goði) at Þverá was located at some distance from ‘Freyr’s sanctuary’ (hof
Freys) at Hripkelsstaðir (Ísl. Fornr. 9, 34). There is nothing to indicate that
this house should be interpreted as a multifunctional hall or festive building.
Rather, the dedication of the sanctuary to Freyr intimates that the author
interpreted it as a specific religious building. When Víga-Glúm visited the
hof at Djúpadalr to swear an oath that he was innocent of Þórvaldr’s death,
Þórarinn arrived with hundred men to make sure that everything was done
in a decent manner. However, only five men followed Víga-Glúm inside
the hof (see Ísl. Fornr. 9, 85f.).This suggests that the author thought that
the building was rather small, and had a different character from the halls
meant for festive entertainment.16
New scholarship on place names suggests a similar context of the hof
buildings. In his dissertation, Per Vikstrand has shown that the hov names
appearing in the Mälar region have a specific local context (Vikstrand 2001,
256ff., 267ff). They do not designate a chieftain’s hall located at a central
place. Rather, they are related to minor farms, situated separately and at
some distance from major settlements. This pattern may be observed for
instance in the parish of Vendel, Uppland, Sweden. In addition to the famous
funeral field with boat-graves at the medieval church, a hall building was
found in connection with a farm and central place called Tuna (Arrhenius
16 When Snorri Sturluson in Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar 68-69 described the hof in Mærin, Inntrøndelag, he produced a similar image. A lot of people were gathered at the sanctuary together
with the king: ‘King Óláfr now entered the hof, accompanied by few men and some of the
farmers’ (Óláfr konungr gengr nú í hofit ok fáir menn með honum ok nǫkkurir af bóndum). Ísl. Fornr.
26, 317f. It seems as if Snorri thought that this was a quite small building, only used for keeping
the images of gods and other ritual objects. It should be noticed that under present church in
Mærin traits of a pre-Christian building have been found, together with 19 gold foil figures. It
was interpreted as a cult building of hof-type. See Lidén 1969. As far as I know archaeologists do
not usually classify it as a multi functional hall building. The hof in Mærin is also mentioned in
Landnámabók S 297, H 258, Ísl. Fornr. 1, 307f. In Continental Germanic source there is evidence
of small and more specific cultic buildings. In Indiculus superstitionum et paganiarum (MGH
LL III II:1, 222f.) dated to 8th century a kind of small houses are mentioned, which also were
regarded as sanctuaries (De casulis id est fanis). This information appears in a list of examples
describing non-Christian customs and phenomena. Sundqvist 2005a.
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2000). The farm, called Hov, is located a couple of kilometres from the hall
and the major settlement, on the other side of Lake Vendel. According to
Vikstrand, this Hov place should in any case be related to the central place
at Tuna. Most likely there was a more specific cultic building at Hov, where
some parts of the rituals were performed.17 This cult also concerned the
people living at Tuna. A pattern similar to that seen at Vendel appears in
several places in Uppland.
These conditions can be contrasted with the case of place names in other
parts of Scandinavia. In Jämtland, for instance, the five Hov places are located adjacent to the sites of medieval churches at old central places (see
above). In this context it makes sense to conclude that the designation hov
refers to a festive hall, used for the convivial feasts which formed a part of
the pre-Christian cult (cf. Vikstrand 1993). Jämtland can be described as a
segmentary tritbal society led by petty chieftains, who inhabited these cultic
sites. A similar situation is found in Uttrøndelag, Norway, where several
central places and chieftain farms were called hof (see e.g. Sandnes 1987;
Røskaft 2003, 53–76). It is most likely that some of them were also cultic
sites, such as Hov at Ålen, Soknedalen and Orkdal and Hove at Byneset and
Åsen. There is reason to believe that the names of these farms in some sense
referred to the multifunctional hall buildings of the local chieftains, where
ceremonial feasts were held during religious gatherings.18
Concluding Remarks
This survey of Old Norse hof (Old Swedish hov) indicates that the term had
varying meanings in the sources. In some cases it designates a large hall
building erected on the chieftain’s farm, where ceremonial banquets and
sacrificial feasts were performed and celebrated. Other types of activities
probably also took place there, some of which may not be considered religious. In other sources the term hof seems to have designated a more specific
and sometimes smaller religious building, located separately at a distance
from the central place where the festive hall was most likely situated. Perhaps
17 Vikstrand (2001, 270) refers to such cultic buildings which have been found in Borg,
Östergötland, and Tissø, Själland.
18 Also written sources indicate that the term hof in Trøndelag sometimes referred to the
banquet hall located at the ruler’s site. Well-known is the description in Hákonar saga góða 14
of Sigurðr Hlaðajarl’s hof at the chieftain residence and farm at Hlaðir, in Uttrøndelag, which
seems to be a hall building, intended for ceremonial feasts (Ísl. Fornr. 26, 167f). Whether this
description is built on ancient traditions is much debated in research, see e.g. Düwel 1985;
Meulengracht Sørensen 1991b; Hultgård 1993; Dillmann 1997; Sundqvist 2005b.
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it was not the locality or size of the building as such that determined the
nomenclature hof: it could equally have been certain rooms, sacred objects,
a specific architecture or the presence of certain cult leaders which led to
such a designation. It is also possible that the meaning of the term varied at
different places in Scandinavia, and changed over time. Scholars who have
searched for terms in the ancient Scandinavian languages to describe the
archaeological finds discovered at cultic sites have often not taken into account the problems involved in the use of linguistic materials. The varying
and occasionally unclear meaning of hof makes it hard to connect this term
to a specific type of find or structure found at archaeological excavations.
This problem is also evident in the use of hörgr and other terms related to
the ancient Scandinavian religion.
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 1. Find distribution in the hall on Foundation Ia at Helgö. (a) Fragments of filigree glass claw and cone beakers = open triangle. (b) Guldgubbar = open square; weapons = filled square. (c) Knives = filled triangle;
loom-weights and wetstones = a dot. (d) Density map of the kind of distribution. The first isarithmic curve marks areas with at least 1 find per m².
The most dense square metre contains 8 finds, and the entire house (125
m²) contains 90 finds. The ‘H’ marks a presumed position of the high seat.
After Herschend 1998.
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Figure 2. A presumed cultic
house in Borg,
Östergötland. Illustration Richard Holmgren.
After Lindeblad
1997.

Figure 3. A presumed cultic house in Uppåkra, Scania. Illustration Loïc
Lecareux. After Larsson & Lenntorp 2004.
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Figure 4. The ritual area in Järrestad, Scania, with hall, enclosure and small
cultic building. A similar structure is found at Lake Tissø, Zealand. After
Söderberg 2005.

